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Abstract
Wearing Bare Feet is a linked collection of wry short stories about a family of three on fictional Eel Island, three miles off the coast of Maine, an island that revolves around lobstering, tourism, billionaire movie stars, department store heirs, jewelry store heiresses, people who houseclean for snowbirds ... and the old, rich and entitled summer people who come back from Florida for the annual Fourth of July Parade, and then die. Because it is easier to die there. It is why the 13-mile-long "rock off America" has more ambulances per capita than anywhere else in New England.

It also has a lot of guys who just smoke skunk weed that's happened to fall off the sterns of fishing boats, drink 16-ounce Bud tallboys in brown glass only (cans are for pussies), cut grass and plow snow. And play with their dump trucks.
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Wearing Bear Lyrics. [Intro:] Ya ya ya yeah Brrrrrrrrrr If that’s P let me hear you say uuuuuuuuh Hahahaaaaaaa Alright alright uh, Lazerbeak Hot dog! Yeah! [Verse:] Beak beat, street sweep, spring clean Beat feet, run and do the next thing Dead of wintering Talking to these mutant teens, splintering Making sure the foot won’t win again Default fine, everything's cool The demeanor of a bomb pop Chilling in a pool with a bomb pop Dripping on these four finger jewels I don’t give a fuck. (They don’t wear socks, they have bear feet!) What to polar bears eat for lunch? (Ice berg-ers!) What do you call a grizzly bear caught in the rain? (A drizzly bear!) What’s black and white, black and white, and black and white? (A panda bear rolling down a hill!) What is black and white and red all over? (A panda bear with a sunburn!) (Because they look silly wearing jackets!) What do you get if you cross a grizzly bear and a harp? (A bear-faced lyre!) What do you call bears with no ears? (B?) What do you call a bear with no teeth?